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ABSTRACT

We propose a framework for rate-distortion optimized bandwidth
adaptation via packet dropping at a network node, when the in-
coming traffic at the node consists of multiple video streams. The
framework enables the node to decide in a rate-distortion optimal
sense, which packets, if any, from each stream should be discarded
in order to adapt to the available outgoing bandwidth at the node,
so that the overall video quality over all streams is maximized. The
framework relies on a rate-distortion hint track information that is
sent along with each video packet. The hint track information con-
sists of two quantities: the size of the video packet in bits, and its
importance for the reconstruction quality of the video stream. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate that our framework provides signif-
icant gains in video quality, both over all streams jointly and also
over the individual videos, relative to a conventional system for
bandwidth adaptation that does not take into account the different
importance of the individual video packets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bandwidth adaptation is a commonplace in the Internet today. It
is encountered whenever the data rate on the incoming link at a
network node exceeds the data rate on the outgoing link. Buffer
management during transient periods of network congestion when
queues overflow and transcoding at the junction point of two het-
erogeneous (in terms of available bandwidth) networks are two
principal examples of bandwidth adaptation. In this paper, we con-
sider the scenario of bandwidth adaptation via packet dropping at
a network node when the incoming traffic at the node consists of
multiple video streams that are multiplexed by the node on a sin-
gle outgoing link. Such a scenario occurs whenever the incoming
data rate over all streams exceeds the available outgoing data rate
at the node. The distributed streaming system, as represented by
the node, is interested then in optimizing the overall quality over
all streams, for the given resources, as represented by the available
bandwidth on the outgoing link. The scenario under consideration
is illustrated in Figure 1.

Selecting which packets to drop in order to account for the
reduction in available data rate can be an involved task as ran-
domly dropping packets can have an unpredictable effect on the
reconstruction quality of the video stream at the final destination.
Scalable coding techniques have been developed to solve this prob-
lem, where the scalable encoding provides an inherent prioritiza-
tion among the compressed data which in turn provides a natu-
ral method for selecting which portions of the compressed data to
deliver while meeting the data rate constraints along the network
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Fig. 1. N incoming video streams at a network node that have to
be multiplexed on a single outgoing link.

path between the sender and the receiver. In addition, conven-
tional MPEG coding with I, P, and B frames also lends itself to a
natural method of prioritizing the delivery. However, performing
bandwidth adaptation with non-scalable or non-prioritized pack-
etized video content presents a more challenging problem as the
compressed data does not suggest a straightforward way of plac-
ing delivery priorities on the video packets. In this paper, we focus
on the problem of bandwidth adaptation for non-scalably coded
video streams.

We propose a framework for rate-distortion optimized packet
dropping for bandwidth adaptation of multiple video streams at a
network node, as shown in Figure 1. The framework relies on a
hint track information that is sent with each video packet. The
hint track consists of two quantities: the size of the packet in bits,
that is usually available in packet headers, and the importance of
the packet in terms of the reconstruction distortion for the video
stream. Using the framework and based on the hint track infor-
mation, a network node, whether a proxy server or a gateway, can
make optimal dropping decisions such that the end-to-end perfor-
mance in terms of video quality over all streams is maximized, for
the given available outgoing data rate at the node. The framework
enables the node to trade-off rate and distortion not only over pack-
ets within a single video stream, but also over packets that belong
to different video streams.

The most closely related contemporaneous works are the fol-
lowing. [1] proposes a strategy for dropping packets from a single
incoming video stream that is encoded using the wavelet trans-
form. Reduction in data rate is achieved either by dropping whole
video frames, thereby reducing the temporal frame rate of the video,
or by preferentially dropping packets carrying higher frequency
bands of the encoded frames. No rate-distortion optimization is



performed. In [2, 3], the authors study bandwidth adaptation via
packet dropping for MPEG-2 encoded video and propose drop-
ping strategies which in essence place different delivery priorities
on the different frame types of the encoded video: I, P and B.
Only a single video stream is considered and no rate-distortion
optimization is performed. Another related work is [4], which ex-
amines rate-distortion optimized dropping of whole video frames
from multiple video streams. The videos are non-scalably encoded
using an H.264 codec. Only up to four possible drop patterns from
a single stream are considered depending on the type of frame
(I, P or B) that is dropped at present from the same stream. [5]
considers rate-distortion optimized packet dropping in the con-
text of proxy-caching for broadcasting of an MPEG-4 encoded
single video stream. Our work is probably most closely related
to [6] which introduced the concept of rate-distortion hint tracks
for video streaming. In fact, the present paper can be considered
as an extension of [6] to bandwidth adaptation for multiple video
streams.

2. RATE-DISTORTION HINT TRACK INFORMATION

Let k be the index of a packet from a video stream. Then, as ex-
plained earlier, the rate-distortion (R-D) hint track (or side infor-
mation) associated with packetk consists of the size of packetk
in bitsR(k) and the importance of packetk for the reconstruction
distortion of the video stream denoted asD(k). Specifically,D(k)
is the total increase in MSE distortion that will affect the video
stream if packetk is not delivered to the receiver, and is computed
asD(k) =

∑L

i=1 ∆di, whereL is the number of packets in the
stream and∆di is the increase in MSE distortion associated with
packeti given that packetk is missing at the receiver. Note that
∆di = 0 for i < k. In Figure 2 we illustrate the distortions∆di

for the loss of packetk, where for clarity of presentation it is as-
sumed that each packeti corresponds to a video frame.
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Fig. 2. Loss of framek induces distortion in later frames.D(k) is
the total distortion summed over all affected frames of the stream.

It can be seen from the figure that the MSE per frame ramps up
at framek, which is expected since the missing framek is replaced
with framek − 1 and there are no prior losses. Here, we assume
that previous frame concealment is used for missing frames. Due
to error propagation, which in turn is caused by the predictive na-
ture of the encoding process, the MSE associated with subsequent
frames also exhibits a nonzero value, as shown in Figure 2. How-
ever, due to the effects of spatial filtering and intra refresh [7], its
amplitude gradually decreases over successive frames, till it finally
becomes zero at framej > k sufficiently apart fromk.

3. R-D OPTIMIZED PACKET DROPPING

Let there beN video streams whose packets arrive at a network
node on separate links, as shown in Figure 1. Assume that at

present the node has a windowW of packets belonging to all
streams. The node needs to decide on dropping a subset of pack-
ets fromW in order to accommodate the reduced data rate that is
available on the outgoing link.

Let k = {k1, k2, . . . , kP } be an arbitrary subset fromW. The
total MSE distortion that will affect jointly all video streams ifk

is dropped at the node can be computed as:

D̃(k) =

P∑

j=1

D(kj) (1)

Note that the above model assumes additivity of the distortions
associated with the individual packet losses, ignoring any interde-
pendencies between their effects on the distortion, which does not
necessarily hold true when individual packet losses are not spaced
sufficiently far apart with respect to the intra-refresh period, as rec-
ognized for example in [8]. Still, due to its simplicity and yet good
accuracy, the additive model has found a number of applications in
streaming and modelling of packetized media, such as [6, 9, 10].

Let R∗ be the data rate constraint on the outgoing link, mea-
sured either in bits or in number of packets. We need to decide
on the subset of packetsk ∈ W that should not be transmitted
in order to satisfy the data rate constraint. LetR(W \ k) =∑

i ∈W\k
γ(i)R(i) be the cost-weighted rate associated with all

the packetsi from W that will be transmitted on the outgoing
link, where “\” denotes the operator “set difference”, andγ(i) is
the weighting cost factor for packeti that depends on the content
provider’s policy. For example,γ(i) < 1 means that packeti is
more important for the reconstruction quality of the corresponding
video stream and should be given priority. Thus, we are interested
in finding the subsetk such that the total distortion due to dropping
k is minimized, while meeting the data rate constraint, i.e.,

k
∗ = arg min

k∈W : R(W\k)≤R∗

D̃(k) (2)

We solve fork∗ by casting (2) as a non-constrained optimiza-
tion problem using a Lagrangian multiplier (λ > 0):

k
∗ = arg min

k∈W
D̃(k) + λR(W \ k). (3)

It can be shown that the solution to (3) reduces to sorting in in-
creasing order the packetsi ∈ W based on their distortion per unit
rate utility defined asλi = D(i)/(γ(i)R(i)). In the case whenR∗

is measured in bits, the solution proceeds by dropping all the pack-
etsi from the start of the rank ordering for which it holdsλi ≤ λ.
On the other hand, whenR∗ is measured in number of packets,
thenR(i) = 1 for i ∈ W and the solution simplifies to selecting
(to drop) the first|W| − R∗ packets from the rank ordering.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed frame-
work for rate-distortion optimized packet dropping denoted hence-
forth RDOpt. The video sequences used in the experiments are
coded using JM 2.1 of the JVT/H.264 video compression standard
[11]. Four standard test sequences in QCIF format are used: Fore-
man, Carphone, Mother & Daughter, and Salesman. Each has at
least 300 frames at 30 fps, and is coded with a constant quanti-
zation level at an average luminance (Y) PSNR of about 36 dB.
The specific rate-distortion encoding characteristics for the four
sequences are shown in Table 1. The first frame of each sequence



is intra-coded, followed by all P-frames. Every 4 frames a slice is
intra updated to improve error-resilience by reducing error prop-
agation (as recommended in JM 2.1), corresponding to an intra-
frame update period ofM = 4× 9 = 36 frames. An identical cost
weightγ = 1 is applied across all packets for every stream.

Sequence Rate (Kbps) Y-PSNR (dB)
Foreman 157.45 35.69
Carphone 171.30 36.60

Mother & Daughter 63.79 36.21
Salesman 64.31 35.01

Table 1. Encoding characteristics of the four sequences.

We also study the performance of a conventional system for
packet dropping denoted asBaseline, which does not consider
the distortion importance of different packets. In particular, when
making packet dropping decisions,Baseline does not distinguish
between two packets related to two different P frames, except for
the size of the packets.Baseline randomly chooses between two
P-frame packets of the same size, when adapting to reductions in
available data rate on the outgoing link. In both systems,RDOpt
andBaseline, video packets on each of the four incoming links are
considered for dropping in non-overlapping windows of size 25,
which means that the overall windowW introduced in Section 3
contains a total of 100 packets from all four streams. We examine
first the performances of the two systems when the available data
rate on the outgoing link is expressed as a percentage of packets
fromW that can be sent on the link.
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Fig. 3. Y-PSNR (dB) vs. Packet rate (%).

Figure 3 shows the overall performances ofRDOpt andBase-
line over all four sequences as a function of the available packet
rate measured in percent. For example, packet rate of 99% means
that 99% of the packets fromW can be forwarded. It can be seen
that RDOpt outperformsBaseline with quite a significant margin
over the whole range of values considered for the available packet
rate. This is due to the fact thatRDOpt exploits the knowledge
about the effect of loss of individual video packets on the recon-
structed video quality. Therefore,RDOpt drops the packets from
W that will have the least impact on the overall quality of the
reconstructed videos. As can be seen from the figure, the per-
formance gains ofRDOpt over Baseline increase as the available
packet rate decreases. For example, at packet rate of 90%, the
performance improvement due to the optimized packet dropping
decisions is close to 10 dB, which is quite impressive.
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Fig. 4. Y-PSNR (dB) vs. Packet rate (%) for (top left) Foreman,
(top right) Carphone, (bottom left) Mother & Daughter, and (bot-
tom right) Salesman.

Next, in Figure 4 we show the performances ofRDOpt and
Baseline for the individual sequences. It can be seen from the
figure that also for the individual sequences a significant improve-
ment in performance is observed relative toBaseline when packets
are dropped in a distortion optimal way. For example, the gains
overBaseline at packet rate of 90% are 14 dB, 11 dB, 2.7 dB, and
1.5 dB respectively for Foreman, Carphone, Mother & Daughter,
and Salesman. Furthermore, the results from Figure 4 clearly de-
pict how RDOpt trades-off packet-rate and distortion across the
different sequences. Specifically, no packets have been dropped
from Foreman and Carphone byRDOpt over the whole range of
packet rate values under consideration. That is because these two
sequences exhibit a lot of motion and therefore will exhibit a sig-
nificant reduction in quality even for a small number of dropped
packets. On the other hand, the sequences Mother & Daughter and
Salesman have low complexity, which means error concealment
can be applied quite successfully on their missing packets. Hence,
RDOpt decided to drop exclusively packets from these two latter
sequences.
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Fig. 5. Allocation (%) of dropped packets across sequences vs.
Packet rate (%) for (left)Baseline and (right)RDOpt.

The allocation of dropped packets to the individual sequences
as a function of the packet rate on the outgoing link for both,
RDOpt and Baseline, is shown in Figure 5. In essence, the fig-
ure summarizes what we have discussed in the previous paragraph:
Baseline drops packets from the different sequences uniformly across
the individual sequences, whileRDOpt does that preferentially.

Figure 6 shows the overall performances ofRDOpt andBase-
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line over all four sequences as a function of the available data rate
(Kbps). It can be seen thatRDOpt again outperformsBaseline with
quite a significant margin over the whole range of data rate values.
As explained earlier, this is due to the fact thatRDOpt can trade-off
rate and distortion in an optimal way by exploiting the hint track
information associated with every packet. As can be seen from the
figure, the performance gains ofRDOpt overBaseline increase as
the available data rate decreases. For example, at data rate of 410
Kbps,RDOpt outperformsBaseline with a margin of 6 dB.
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Fig. 7. Y-PSNR (dB) vs. Data rate per sequence (Kbps) for (left)
Mother & Daughter, and (right) Salesman.

Next, in Figure 7 we show the performances ofRDOpt and
Baseline for Mother & Daughter, and Salesman. It can be seen
from the figure that also for the individual sequences a significant
improvement in performance is observed relative toBaseline when
packets are dropped in a rate-distortion optimal way. For example,
when these two sequences are transmitted on the outgoing link at
60 Kbps each, gains of 4 dB are registered overBaseline. Note that
we do not show in Figure 7 the corresponding results for Foreman
and Carphone. That is due to the fact that no packets from Fore-
man and only a few packets from Carphone are dropped by the
optimization algorithm. As explained earlier, these two sequences
are quite complex and therefore can affect the overall performance
significantly even for a small number of dropped packets. Hence,
RDOpt trades-off packets from Mother & Daughter, and Salesman
for those of Foreman and Carphone in order to maximize the over-
all performance over all sequences.

Finally, the allocation of data rates to the individual sequences
as a function of the overall data rate on the outgoing link for both,
RDOpt andBaseline, is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from the
figure that in essenceBaseline allocates rates in proportion to the
encoding rate of each sequence and independently of the data rate
on the outgoing link. On the other hand,RDOpt assigns increas-
ingly larger shares of the overall rate to Foreman and Carphone, as
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Fig. 8. Allocation (%) of the available data rate (Kpbs) on the
outgoing link for (left)Baseline and (right)RDOpt.

the data rate is decreased. This is expected and is due to the fact
that these two sequences have a more significant impact on the
overall performance, as explained earlier. As the data rate is in-
creased,RDOpt gradually decreases the shares allocated to Fore-
man and Carphone, and increases those for Mother & Daughter,
and Salesman. This is due to the fact that at these overall data
rates there is already enough rate for the former two sequences,
so the optimization algorithm can allocate now increasingly more
rate to the less important sequences, i.e., the latter two.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A framework for rate-distortion optimized bandwidth adaptation
via packet dropping from multiple incoming video streams at a
network node is presented. The framework enables the node to
perform optimal dropping decisions so that the overall video qual-
ity across all sequences is maximized for the given available data
rate on the outgoing link. Significant gains in performance on the
order of several dBs, both jointly across all the videos and also for
the individual streams, are registered over conventional systems
for packet dropping which do not take into account the distortion
information associated with the video packets.
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